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BY THE NUMBERS

THE STINKIEST FUEL ON EARTH
As energy prices spike, even smelly fuel sources look attractive

WILLBRINTON, the founder of Woods
End Ldboratories, a bioenergy consuftancy,
predicts a future without landfills. Instead
we'll use table scraps and sewage to power
our homes. Just dump the vjasle into a
household digester, and bacteria will break it

down and release the natural gas methane.
Farms could sell their copious poop-based
energy supplies back to the gnd. But how
much energy do animals yield? We ran the
numbers and found that you might vwant to
consider a pet elephant-coREYBiNNS
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'The average U.S. household consumes 30 kilowatts a day.

THE ANATDMICAL BREAKDOWN

COLOSSAL SQUID
REVEALED
Strange facts about the ocean's most mysterious creature
THE COLOSSAL SOUIO isa
cipher. Although scientists
have known of it since 1925,
its population and life cycle
remain a mystery—no one
has ever observed one in its
natural habitat, 3,000 feet
down. Scientists in New Zea-
land recently examined the
largest-known colossal squid, a
14-foot specimen accidentally
caught by fishermen last year.
The f ind provides insight into
how these enormous creatures
survive the dark, chilly depths
of the Antarctic.-CQREYBINNS

: Cuttlefish

NIGHT VISION
At almost 10 inches in diameter, these are
the largest eyes ever recorded. The huge
pupils take in Uá times as much light as a ¡
human's. "Vision is obviously an important
sense, since so much investment has been
made in the eyes and the optic lobes," says
Eric Warrant, an invertebrate-vision special-
ist at the University of Lund in Svi/eden.

ARMORED ARMS
Each of the squid's eight arms has 20 suck- ,
ers near the beak, 16 hooks farther down
the arm, and about 150 suckers near the
tip. The hooks on the arms hold and
immobilize the prey while the squid
chows down.

How a decorative web
catches more flies
MOST SPIDER WEBS work through
chance: The spider erects an invisible
trap and waits until some unlucky
insect hits it. But a common Austra-
lian spider called the St. Andrew s
Cro55—known for its striking, cross-
barred web—is sneakier. According
to DieterHochuli, a professor at the
University of Sydney, the spider lures
its prey with the highly visible white
stripes of its web. The decorations,
which significantly increase the rate
at which it captures bees, wasps and
houseflies, mimic the ultraviolet light
reflected by flowers, tricking the pol-
linating insects into approaching the
deadlytrap.-STUART FHV
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BAR-BET SETTLER

ANIMAL MYTHS DEBUNKED
Scientific justice for maligned critters

SLOTHS ARE LAZY
Researchers have found that wild
sloths sleep for only 10 hours a day.
Their captive counterparts are to
blame for this myth—since they don't
need to stay awake to find food, they
sleep for upward of 16 hours daily.

ALPHA MALES ALWAYS
GET THE LADIES
University of California at Davis
biologists found that female fruit flies
don't always mate with aggressive
males, possibly because even the
worst fighters have some allure.

GOLDFISH HAVE
SHORT MEMORIES
This year, an Australian high-school
student taught his goldfish to expect
food when shown a red Lego and
then waited a few days. The fish still
recalled the trick a week later
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SHARP EYE
This bird might
see magnetic-
field lines.

MIGRATING BIRDS'
STRANGE SIXTH SENSE
The key to a bird's navigational prowess

SCIENTISTS HAVE known for
years that map sense stems from
the magnetite in birds' beaks, which
measures the strength of the Earth's
magnetic field so they recognize
home when they get there. But
how do they know which direction
home is? Researchers at the Uni-
versity of Oxford have pinpointed a
mechanism—in the lab, at ieast^
that may act as a bird's compass. The
compound, called a CPF triad, was
used for the experiment because it's
similar to proteiris found in migratory

birds' retinas. When Illuminated with
a blue light typical of dusk, which
is when birds orient themselves,
CPF formed two unpaired electrons
that spin in opposite directions. A
magnetic field forced the electrons
to align, providing a fixed location for
(he birds to call north. Avian specialist
Henrik Mouritsen of the University of
Oldenburg in Germany thinks it's like
having a fighter pilot's eyes—like a
head-up display, birds can activate a
layer of vision to see Earth's magnetic-
field lines.-HDLLY QTTERBEIN

KILLER TENTACLES
One common hunting strategy among smaller squid
(its thought that all squid exhibit similar behavior! is to
strike prey first with their tentacles. The 10-foot-long
tentacles of the colossal squid have hooks that swivel,
grabbing hold of prey. When this squid was caught, it

ting a ¿.5-foot-long Patagonian toothfish.

VICIOUS BEAK
The squid fillets fish with its beak by eating the flesh up
one side and down the other. "Much worse for the fish is
if the squid starts eating at the tail end," says Auckland
University of Technology Ph.D candidate Kathrin Bolstad.

CLUES TO THEIR SIZE
om beak remnants, researchers have determined

that colossal squid account for 77 percent of the sperm
rwhale s Antarctic diet, The biggest beaks recorded are
átíll-targer than the ones we've had in our specimens, so
we know the animal must get bigger still," Bolstad says.

LENGTH: K ft.
WEIGHT: 1.089 lbs.

HEAD:
The squid has
a doughnut-
shaped brain;
||be esophagus
paS9^ straight
through the
center.

HEARTS:
This squid has
three hearts:
one major cen-
tral one and two
smaller pump-
ing stations at
each giU.

FINS:
Large, power-
ful fins are
about five feet
in diameter and
make the squid
a fast and very
agile predator.

MANTLE:
The mantle,
which helps the
squid swim, is
fused to the head
in three places
and is heavity
muscled.

even hatch» staring out from inside their translucent eggs to identify what wil l be their future dinner.
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